Abstract. A common way of implementing multivariate polynomial multiplication and division is to represent polynomials as linked lists of terms sorted in a term ordering and to use repeated merging. This results in poor performance on large sparse polynomials.
Introduction
In this paper we present and compare algorithms and data structures for polynomial division in the ring P = F [x 1 , x 2 , ..., x n ] where F is a field. We are interested in (i) exact division of f ∈ P by a single polynomial g ∈ P, that is testing whether g|f and if so, computing the quotient q = f /g, (ii) exact division of f ∈ P by a polynomial g ∈ P modulo a triangular set of polynomials in F [x i , x i+1 , ..., x n ], and (iii) computing the remainder of f ∈ P divided by a set of polynomials {g 1 , g 2 , ..., g s } ∈ P. Since many algorithms in computer algebra use modular methods for efficiency, that is, they compute modulo primes, we will want to divide over characteristic p as well as characteristic 0.
We consider distributed polynomial representations that sort the terms of the polynomial with respect to a monomial ordering. See (3) or (4) for background material on monomial orderings. The orderings that we are most interested in If polynomials are represented as linked lists of terms sorted in descending order in the term ordering then accessing the leading term LT (f ) takes constant time, the operation p − LT (p) (link to the remaining terms of p) is constant time and r + LT (p) can be done in constant time by maintaining a pointer to the last term of r. The most expensive step is the subtraction p − t × g i . This requires a "merge" -one simultaneously walks down the linked list of terms in p and the linked list of terms in g i comparing monomials. In the worst case the merge must walk to the end of both p and g i .
Storage management and non-local memory references.
We identify two sources of inefficiency in the division algorithm when the SDMP data structure is used. The first is the many intermediate pieces of storage that need to be allocated when we multiply t g i , for example, storage for new exponent vectors in t g i . The second is the memory references that occur during the merge when we walk down the linked lists and, for each term, link to the exponent vectors to compare monomials. These memory references cause a loss in efficiency when the polynomials are too large to fit inside the computer's cache. On a 2.4 GHz AMD Opteron 150 with 400 MHz RAM we measured the loss of speed at a factor of 6.
These two problems can be eliminated by representing polynomials as arrays with the coefficients and exponents stored in place. For example, 6x 2 y 3 z−7x 3 yz+ 8y 2 z 3 − 9x 4 could be stored as 6, 2, 3, 1, −7, 3, 1, 1, 8, 0, 2, 3, −9, 4, 0, 0 .
The difference p − tg i can be computed efficiently by merging with two arrays: one, p, that we are copying terms out of, and another, p , that we are forming the difference p − t × g i inside. When the merge is complete we interchange the roles of p and p for the next iteration of the division algorithm. If p is too small to store all of the terms of p and −t × g i we allocate a new p with 50% more terms than are needed to reduce the chance of another allocation in the future. But, there is a loss of efficiency; instead of copying pointers (one word) we must now copy exponent vectors (n words). This loss can be reduced by packing multiple exponents into each word. For example, Macaulay (5) uses dynamic arrays and packed exponent vectors. Macaulay identifies the monomials 1, z, y, x, z 2 , zy, y 2 , zx, yx, x 2 , ... with non-negative integers 0, 1, 2, 3, ... to encode each monomial as an integer. The polynomial 6x 2 y 3 z − 7x 3 yz + 8y 2 z 3 − 9x 4 would be represented as an array of 8 words +6, 63, −7, 49, +8, 36, −9, 33 .
This encoding gives a very compact representation with fast monomial comparisons, but monomial multiplication and division are slow. In (1), Bachmann and Schönemann compare different monomial packings including the Macaulay encoding. They show that packing exponent vectors produces a modest speedup (a factor of 1.5 to 2) for Gröbner basis computations modulo a machine prime with the SDMP data structure. They also show that simpler packing schemes are more efficient overall than the Macaulay encoding.
The problem of too many monomial comparisons.
When using merging to subtract p − tg i , a serious inefficiency may occur when #p, the number of terms in p, is much larger than #g i , the number of terms in a divisor g i . Consider g = (x + 1), q = y n + ... + y 2 + y and let p = gq = xy n + ... + x + y n + ... + y. If we compute p by adding x q to q using merging, the merge does n comparisons which is efficient. In dividing f by g the first quotient is y n and we subtract y n g = xy n + y n from p = xy n + ... + xy + y n + ... + y. The merge does n comparisons to find y n in p. The full division does n such merges so the total number of comparisons is O(n 2 ), much worse than multiplication. One solution is to represent the polynomial p as a binary search tree. Then LT(p) can be computed with O(log #p) monomial comparisons and the difference p − tg i can be computed with O(#g i log #p) comparisons. However binary trees suffer from the same cache performance problems as linked lists.
A very nice solution is the "geobucket" data structure of Yan (12) , which is used by the Singular (6) computer algebra system and others. Geobuckets are described in detail in Section 2. In the geobucket data structure a polynomial p with #p terms is represented by an array of O(log #p) "buckets" where the i'th bucket p i is a linked list of at most 2 i terms. To subtract t × g i from p one subtracts t × g i from the i'th bucket of p where 2 i−1 < #g i ≤ 2 i . Subtraction is done by merging two linked lists. The idea is that asymptotic efficiency is not lost when we merge linked lists with a similar number of terms, e.g., their length differs by at most a factor of two.
In this paper we use an auxiliary "heap of pointers" instead. When dividing p by {g 1 , g 2 , ..., g s } we maintain a heap of pairs with quotient terms and pointers back into the divisors {g 1 , g 2 , ..., g s }. The pointers indicate which terms have yet to be multiplied and subtracted from p.
Suppose we are dividing f by g. Let f = gq + r where q is the quotient and r the remainder. With geobuckets, division does O(#g #q(log #g + log #q)) comparisons (12) . If we use a heap, division does O(#g #q log #q) comparisons. A second key advantage of using a heap is that it requires only O(#q) space, and, if we need to compute the remainder, O(#r) space to write down the remainder. By comparison, the simple merge and geobucket algorithms may require O(#g #q + #r) space. The main disadvantage of using a heap is that for dense polynomials the merge and geobucket algorithms are better; they do only O(#g #q) comparisons. A third advantage of using a heap is that we delay all coefficient arithmetic until we need to do it. This can result in significant speedups when we want to test if g divides f but g does not divide f .
The idea of using a heap for sparse polynomial arithmetic was first investigated by Johnson in 1974 (8) . Heaps were used in Altran (2), one of the earliest computer algebra systems. We are not aware of any other computer algebra system that has used heaps for polynomial arithmetic despite their good asymptotic performance. Heaps were not considered by Stoutemyer in (11) which, as far as we are aware, is the only systematic experiment ever done comparing different polynomial data structures on a computer algebra system's test suite.
Organization of the Paper
In Section 2 we describe how we encode and pack monomials for different term orderings. Our packing for graded reverse lexicographical order is new. In Section 3 we give the main algorithms that use heaps of pointers. Two algorithms are presented. The first algorithm bounds the size of the heap by the number of terms in the quotients {q 1 , q 2 , ...., q s }. In the second algorithm, the size of the heap is bounded by the number of terms in the divisors {g 1 , g 2 , ..., g s }. This algorithm is new, and it is particularly useful for polynomial GCD computations because the gcd G of two polynomials A and B typically has fewer terms, often much fewer, than the quotients A/G and B/G.
We have implemented the division algorithms in the C programming language. We create polynomials in Maple and call our C code from Maple using Maple's foreign function interface (see Ch. 8 of (10)). For comparison we have also implemented Yan's geobucket data structure using dynamic arrays with packed exponent vectors. Details of our geobucket implementation are given in Section 2. In Section 4 we give some benchmarks comparing the simple merging algorithm with Yan's geobucket representation and our heap algorithms, using packed and unpacked exponent vectors.
Our conclusions may be summarized as follows. Simple merging is not competitive with either heaps or geobuckets on sparse problems. The heap algorithms are as fast as geobuckets but use far less memory. Geobuckets do the fewest monomial comparisons, but heaps tend to be faster on large problems because they use cache more efficiently. For all algorithms, packing exponents significantly improves performance, especially on 64-bit machines.
Dynamic Array Implementation
Consider the minimum amount of work that a sparse algorithm must do. As noted by Johnson (8), a multiplication f g must construct all #f #g products of terms because the monomials generated may be distinct. These terms are merged to form the result. Similarly, to divide f by g we construct the quotient q incrementally while subtracting qg from f , merging #f + #q(#g − 1) terms to do the division. Note, it is #g − 1 and not #g because −q × LT (g) cancels terms so only −q × (g − LT (g)) needs to be merged. Let r = f − qg. The number of monomial divisions attempted is #q + #r. To divide f by {g 1 , ..., g s } with quotients {q 1 , ..., q s } we merge #f + Sorting the result imposes an additional cost in monomial comparisons if a function is called to compare terms with respect to an ordering. The nm terms of a product can be naively sorted using O(nm log(nm)) comparisons, but if the polynomials are sorted we can exploit that fact to do only O(nm log(min(n, m))) comparisons. In either case the logarithmic factor is significant -it means that monomial comparisons dominate sparse polynomial computations when the cost of coefficient arithmetic is low.
Packed Monomial Representations
After an initial experiment we decided to base our monomial representations on Bachmann and Schönemann's scheme (1), which is used in Singular. The defining feature of this scheme is that a monomial stores two components: a (possibly weighted) total degree and a vector of exponents. An inline function compares the degree and the exponent vector in lexicographic order, and two global variables invert the results of these comparisons separately. To compare in reverse lexicographic order we reverse the variables and invert all the comparisons. Figure 1 shows the unpacked representations of x 2 y 3 z 4 with respect to four common orders with x > y > z. Shading is used to indicate where the results of comparisons are inverted. To pack monomials we use bitwise or and shift operations on machine words so that byte order is automatically taken into account. Our diagrams use bigendian format. We reserve the most significant bit of each exponent as a guard bit for monomial division. This operation subtracts machine words and uses a bitmask to detect if an exponent is negative. The mask also stores the length of the monomials which is needed by every routine. Weighted orders use the entire first word for the weighted degree since this can be large. We restrict the weights to non-negative integers so that the weighted degree is also a non-negative integer.
For graded orders we use the same number of bits for the total degree as for each exponent so that all monomials up to the maximum degree are encoded efficiently. Note that it is especially easy to determine an optimal packing for these orders using bounds on the total degree. If the polynomials are already sorted with respect to the order then we can examine their leading terms and repack the polynomials in linear time. Figure 2 shows the packed representations of x 2 y 3 z 4 for five monomial orders with two exponents per machine word. Notice how monomial comparisons are reduced to lexicographic and reverse lexicographic comparisons of machine words. The encodings should all be straightforward except for graded reverse lexicographic order. In that case recall that the total degree only requires as many bits as a single packed exponent. The first word of the monomial, which must be compared lexicographically unlike the rest, would contain relatively little information if it only stored the total degree.
Our first idea was to pack more information into the first word to decide monomial comparisons. Observe that the matrices A and B in Figure 2 .1 both describe graded reverse lexicographic order in four variables. Let V be an exponent vector. Then AV is encoded in the first |V | words of the unpacked representation. The matrix B is obtained from A by adding the previous rows of A to each row of A, eliminating all negative entries. Thus BV contains only non-negative integers that are compared lexicographically. We pack as much of BV as possible into the first word of the monomial. However, this does not actually fix the problem since now the second word of the monomial contains information that can be derived from the first. Refer to the top of Figure 4 , where w = 7, v = 6 and u = 5 are known from 28 − 21, 21 − 15, and 15 − 10. Thus the second word now provides only one exponent with new information, but we can easily fix this by moving all but the last exponent of the second word to the end of the monomial, as in the bottom of Figure 4 . Then for n variables the first n exponents encode all of the information necessary to decide monomial comparisons in grevlex order.
One might wonder why we do not simply encode the vector BV . The reason is that for monomial division one must unpack and decode quotients to check that they are valid. An example is given below. In fact, we tried this representation initially and found that while it was quite compact for grevlex order, weighted orders were inefficient and reverse lexicographic order could not be implemented. Eventually we decided to store all of the exponents explicitly, and Bachmann and Schönemann's scheme was the obvious choice. 
Iterated Merging with Dynamic Arrays
The classical approach to polynomial arithmetic is an iterated merge. To multiply f by g we compute #f i=1 f i g by adding each f i g to the previous partial sum using a merge. Similarly, to divide f by g we compute terms of the quotient q while subtracting each q i g from an intermediate polynomial p, which is initially f .
Our first goal was to implement these algorithms while avoiding memory allocation. We use two global arrays or "merge buffers" p and p which grow dynamically, and all merging takes place from p into p . If p does not have sufficient storage to hold the objects being merged then it is enlarged. To amortize this cost we allocate a new p with 50% more storage than required. To further amortize the cost of memory allocation we reuse p and p in the next call to an algorithm rather than free them each time. . Division using two dynamic arrays. The fourth term of p produced the quotient term y, and we are beginning to merge the rest of p (two terms) with −y times the rest of g (two terms). The buffer p is large enough to store the result. Otherwise we would enlarge it to six terms. We describe our implementation of the division algorithm. To divide f by g, we copy f into p and increment along the terms of p until we reach the end or we find a term p i that is divisible by LT (g). We copy the previous terms of p to the remainder and if a reducible term was found, say p i = q j LT (g), we merge the rest of p with −q j (g − LT (g)) into p , as shown in Figure 5 . The terms of −q j (g − LT (g)) are constructed during the merge. Finally we interchange p and p by swapping pointers so that p becomes p for the next iteration of the algorithm and the storage for p is recycled.
The complexity of this approach was analyzed by Johnson (8) . He observed that for a multiplication f g where f has n terms, g has m terms, and f g has nm terms, adding each f i g to the partial sum can require up to im−1 monomial comparisons, making the total number of comparisons n i=2 im − n + 1 ∈ O(n 2 m). A similar result holds for division when the quotient has n terms, the divisor has m terms, and the dividend has nm terms. Thus iterated merging can be very bad when the quotient is large.
It is interesting to note that O(n 2 m) comparisons may be required even if the product or dividend does not have O(nm) terms, if terms introduced by the first n/2 summands are canceled by the last n/2 summands. We call this an intermediate blowup in the number of terms. One unfortunate feature of algorithms that add each f i g or q i g to a partial sum is that they allocate storage for all of these terms even when the end result is zero, as it will be for exact division. In Section 3 we will see that the heap algorithms avoid this problem by merging all of the partial products simultaneously.
For sparse polynomials an iterated merge uses about 2nm terms of storage where nm is the size of the largest intermediate sum. If we always enlarge the buffers by 50% then we will use storage for about 3nm terms on average. Quotient(s) and the remainder require additional storage if they are needed.
Divide and Conquer Merging -Geobuckets
A well-known alternative to iterated merging is divide-and-conquer merging, which is often used for polynomial multiplication. Let f have n terms and let g have m terms. If we compute n i=1 f i g by summing the first n/2 and the last n/2 summands recursively and adding their sums, then at most C(n) ≤ 2C(n/2) + nm − 1 ∈ O(nm log n) monomial comparisons are required. The method is efficient because it merges polynomials of similar size.
But how much memory is required? If each recursive call allocates memory for its own result then we can solve the same recurrence to find that O(nm log n) memory is needed. This is an order of magnitude larger than any possible result. Instead we could reuse a set of geometrically increasing buckets with {2m, 4m, . . . , nm/2} terms for polynomials that we are waiting to merge, plus two arrays with nm and nm/2 terms for polynomials that we are currently merging. This simple "geobucket" algorithm is described below. 
k it is easy to see that O(nm) storage is used. The buckets contain (n − 2)m terms, the array that stores the result will need nm terms, but the other array can have nm/2 terms. The total amount of storage required is 2.5nm terms -only 50% more than for an iterated merge. If we always grow the arrays by an extra 50% then we can expect to allocate storage for about 3.25nm terms in total.
Geobuckets were proposed by Yan (12) with three significant improvements. First, Yan's buckets have a small base and ratio that are independent of any problem to ensure good performance when objects of varying sizes are added to the geobucket. In the algorithm above the base is 2m and the ratio is 2, so objects with fewer than m terms could be added more efficiently with a smaller bucket. We implemented Yan's geobuckets using a single dynamic array so that its storage could be reused in subsequent calls. We chose a ratio of two because that is optimal for merging and our smallest bucket (the base) has four terms. We found that geobuckets performed very well, often using fewer monomial comparisons than expected.
For a sparse multiplication producing nm terms geobuckets do O(nm log n) comparisons and store about 3.6nm terms. This number can be derived as follows. The arrays (merge buffers) require nm and nm/2 terms, but we will allocate an extra 50% for each. The buckets have nm terms, but the base (two) is independent of m so we expect each bucket to be 75% full. The total is 4nm/3 + (3/2)(nm + nm/2) = (43/12)nm terms.
We can make a similar estimate for exact division when the dividend has nm terms, however the complexity is O(nm log(nm)) because of how leading terms are computed. The dividend is placed into the largest bucket, which we expect to be 75% full, so the storage for buckets is 2(4nm/3) = 8nm/3. Nothing is merged with the largest bucket since #q i=1 q i g fits entirely in the smaller buckets, so the largest merge that we expect to do is to construct #q/2 i=1 q i g which has nm/2 terms. This requires arrays with nm/2 and nm/4 terms, plus the extra 50% that we allocate, bringing the total number of terms to 8nm/3 + (3/2)(3nm/4) = (91/24)nm.
The actual amount of memory that geobuckets need for exact division tends to vary. It can be lower if the leading term computations frequently cancel terms in the buckets, reducing the size of the polynomials that are merged. For random sparse divisions we found that approximately 3.6nm terms were used -about the same as for multiplication. The dynamic arrays were often the same size, about 3nm/5 terms each.
Heap Algorithms for Polynomial Arithmetic
The heap algorithms are based on the following idea: rather than merge polynomials one by one into an intermediate object, we do a simultaneous n-ary merge using a heap. Consider the multiplication f g where we merge f i g for 1 ≤ i ≤ #f . If we maintain a heap of #f pointers into g, sorted by the monomial of f i g j , we can repeatedly extract the largest f i g j from the heap, merge it onto the end of the result, and insert its successor f i g j+1 into the heap if j < #g. We illustrate this process in Figure 6 below.
The monomial of f i g j is computed and stored in the heap when the term is inserted. It is used to determine the maximum element of the heap. This storage is reused for f i g j+1 so only O(#f ) storage is required, in addition to storage for the result.
To divide f by g we merge the dividend f with −q i g for each term q i of the quotient. The heap maintains a pointer into f and we add a pointer into −q i g when q i is constructed. The algorithm extracts the largest term from the heap and continues to extract terms with an equal monomial, adding their coefficients to produce the next term of f − i j=1 q j g. If this term is not zero we divide it by 4 + 3x 3 + 4x and g = x 5 + 5x 3 + 7 using a heap. The products f1g1 and f2g1 have been extracted and replaced by f1g2 and f2g2. We are now extracting f1g2 = 10x 7 and writing it to the result. Its successor f1g3 = 14x 4 will be inserted into the heap, and we will extract f2g2 and f3g1 to obtain 15x 6 + 4x 6 = 19x 6 , the fourth term of the result. ) to obtain either a new term of the quotient q i+1 , or the next term of the remainder. When a quotient term is found we insert the second term of −q i+1 g into the heap, increasing the size of the heap by one, along with the successors of the other terms that were extracted. There is no intermediate blowup in the number of terms that are stored -the maximum number of terms in the heap is #q + 1. We call this a "quotient heap" division.
The heap algorithms above were analyzed by Johnson (8) and used in Altran, one of the first computer algebra systems. For a binary heap of size n, inserting and extracting each term does O(log n) monomial comparisons. A multiplication that passes nm terms through a heap of size n does O(nm log n) comparisonsthe same as divide-and-conquer. Exact division f ÷ g with #f = nm, #g = m, and the quotient #q = n, passes 2nm − n terms through a heap of size n + 1, which is also O(nm log n) comparisons.
One problem with the heap algorithms is that they do O(nm log n) comparisons even when the polynomials are dense, whereas the simple merge and the divide-and-conquer algorithms do only O(nm) comparisons. In Section 3.2 we show how to modify the heap to make the heap algorithms efficient in the dense case as well.
Our main contribution is to modify the heap division algorithm to increment along the quotient(s) instead of the divisor(s). The resulting "divisor heap" algorithm does O(nm log m) comparisons and uses O(m) storage, where m is the size of the divisor(s). Our incentive comes from the gcd problem, where we compute G = gcd (A, B) and divide A/G and B/G to recover the cofactors. The divisor G is typically small and the quotients (cofactors) are often big. The algorithm is also useful for computing over small towers of algebraic extensions, where the number of reductions usually exceeds the size of the extensions.
The modification is easy to do. The algorithm merges f with −g i q for 2 ≤ i ≤ #g using a heap of size #g, however we may merge g i q j−1 before q j is computed, in which case we can not insert the next term g i q j into the heap because we can not compute its monomial. However, since LT (g)q j > g i q j for all i > 1, we can safely wait for q j to be computed to insert the terms g i q j with i > 1 into the heap. We exploit the fact that the term g i q j is greater than the term g i+k q j for k > 0, so if #q = j − 1 we encounter the strictly descending sequence g 2 q j > g 3 q j > g 4 q j > ... in order. For each divisor g we store an index s of the largest g s q j that is missing from the heap because q j is unknown. When a new term of the quotient is computed (#q = j) we compute all of the missing terms {g 2 q j , . . . g s q j } and insert them into the heap. Here we give the algorithm for one divisor. Theorem 1. The divisor heap algorithm divides f by g producing the quotient q and remainder r using O((#f +#q#g)log#g) monomial comparisons and using storage for O(#g + #q + #r) terms.
Proof. We show that at Step 4, |H| + s − 1 = #g if some (−1)f i ∈ H or |H| + s = #g otherwise. The first time Step 4 is executed, |H| = 1, s = #g, and (−1)f 1 is in the heap, so the loop invariant holds. Steps 7-11 extract a term from H and either replace it or increment s, unless it was the last term of f .
Step 15 inserts s − 1 terms into H and sets s := 1, maintaining the invariant.
Then |H| ≤ #g since s ≥ 1. Therefore the storage required is at most #g terms in the heap plus the terms of q and r. It should be clear that the algorithm adds terms of f , subtracts terms of each g i q, and uses LT (g) to cancel terms if possible, otherwise moving them to r, so that f = qg + r. Since we pass #f +#q(#g−1) terms through a heap of size |H| ≤ #g, the number of monomial comparisons is O((#f + #q#g) log #g).
Heap Optimizations
We present two optimizations that are necessary to reproduce our results. The first is to implement the heap carefully. Many people are only aware of a bad algorithm for extracting the largest element from a heap, so we present a classical algorithm that is roughly twice as fast on average. As LaMarca and Ladner (9) observe, about 90% of the time is spent extracting elements from the heap so the resulting speedup is almost a factor of two.
We store the heap in a global dynamic array H, with the convention that The extraction algorithm promotes the largest child into the empty space at a cost of one comparison per level of the heap H. Then it inserts the last element of the heap into the empty slot on the lowest level. However, since the last element was already a leaf, we do not expect it to travel very far up the heap. The number of comparisons required is log 2 (n) + O(1) on average.
Compare this with the more commonly known algorithm for shrinking a heap, which moves the last element to the top and, at a cost of two comparisons per level (to find the maximum child and compare with it), sifts it down the heap. Since the last element was already a leaf it is likely to go all the way back down to the bottom, requiring 2 log 2 (n) comparisons on average.
Our second optimization improves performance when multiple terms are extracted from the heap. It is also necessary to obtain O(nm) comparisons in the totally dense case. We insert and extract batches of terms instead of extracting a term and immediately inserting its successor. This requires a queue to store the extracted terms, however we can partition the heap to store this queue in place, as in heapsort. At the end of each iteration, we insert the successors of all of the extracted terms at once. As LaMarca notes (9), this strategy also produces favorable caching effects.
Chaining terms with equal monomials
Our next improvement chains heap elements with equal monomials to reduce the number of comparisons. Johnson (8) also experimented with this idea, however our scheme is simpler and we will show that multiplication and division of dense polynomials does O(nm) comparisons.
We chain elements only as they are inserted into the heap, using an additional pointer in the structure that points to f i and g j . In our implementation the pointers to f i and g j are not stored in the heap, but in a secondary structure that is accessed only when terms are inserted or extracted. Heap elements store a pointer to this structure and a pointer to the monomial product used for comparisons. The overhead of chaining elements in this way is negligible. The algorithms must be modified to check for chains and to extract all the elements of a chain without doing any monomial comparisons.
One final optimization is needed for multiplication. When multiplying f g, we must start with f 1 g 1 in the heap and insert each f i g 1 only after f i−1 g 1 has been extracted from the heap. This leads to the following results. Lemma 1. Let f and g be dense univariate polynomials with n and m terms, respectively. A heap multiplication f g with chaining does nm − n − m + 1 comparisons.
Proof. We prove a loop invariant: at the beginning of each iteration the heap contains exactly one element or chain. This is true initially since the only element is f 1 g 1 . Each iteration removes the chain without doing a comparison, producing an empty heap. When we insert the successor terms into the heap all of the monomials are equal because the problem is dense, so all of the terms are chained together at the top of the heap. There are nm terms and n + m − 1 unique monomials. The first term with each monomial is inserted for free while the rest use one comparison each to chain. The total number of comparisons is thus nm − n − m + 1.
Lemma 2. Let q and g be dense univariate polynomials with n and m terms and let f = qg. Then a quotient heap division f ÷ g with chaining does nm − n comparisons.
Proof. We use the same loop invariant: the heap contains exactly one element or chain, which is initially f 1 . Each iteration extracts the terms of this chain, adding their coefficients without a comparison, producing an empty heap. If the term is not zero, a new term of the quotient q i is computed and the monomial of q i g 1 equal to the monomial of the extracted terms. When we insert its successor q i g 2 and the successors of all the other terms their monomials are all equal because the problem is dense, and all of the terms are chained together at the top of the heap. If each of the n + m − 1 monomials of f is inserted first without any comparisons, the remaining n(m − 1) terms of −q(g − LT (g)) will be chained using one comparison each.
Remark: The divisor heap algorithm can also be modified to do nm comparisons in the dense univariate case. Each term q j of the quotient should insert only g 2 q j if it is not in the heap, and each g i+1 q j should be inserted only after g i q j is extracted from the heap. We have not yet implemented this modification.
The number of monomial comparisons
Our first benchmark (see Table 1 and Table 2 ) is due to Johnson (8) . We multiply and divide sparse univariate polynomials and report the number of comparisons divided by the total number of terms that are merged. Recall that for a sparse multiplication f g this is (#f )(#g) and for a sparse division f = qg this is #f + #q(#g − 1). A "structure parameter" S is used to randomly generate polynomials f = a 0 + a 1 x e1 + a 2 x e2 + · · · + a k x e k with the difference between the exponents satisfying 1 ≤ e i+1 − e i ≤ S.
For each problem we generate f and g with n and m terms respectively, multiply p = f g and divide p/g. For multiplication we test both chained and unchained heaps, and for division we test the "quotient heap" and the "divisor heap" algorithms. We make a couple of remarks concerning tables 1 and 2. First it should be clear that our implementation of the divisor heap algorithm is not fully optimized. As discussed at the end of Section 3 we should delay inserting products g i q j into the heap until after the previous product g i−1 q j is extracted from the heap. This is needed to obtain O(nm) comparisons in the dense case (S = 1).
Second, it is interesting to see that geobuckets do roughly half the number of comparisons as the heap algorithms in the sparse case, and this ratio improves as the problems become more dense. We tried some improvements to the heap algorithms such as chaining elements while shrinking the heap, however these changes tended to decrease the real world performance of the algorithms.
7 variable cofactor problem
Our next benchmark (see Table 3 ) simulates a GCD problem. A large sparse polynomial is divided by one of its factors (the GCD) to compute the cofactor. To generate this example we constructed four polynomials {f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , f 4 } and divided their product p = f 1 f 2 f 3 f 4 by f 1 , f 1 f 2 , and f 1 f 2 f 3 over Z 32003 using graded lexicographic order. The polynomials have #f i = 50 and deg(f i ) = 10.
The computations were performed on an AMD Opteron 254 2.8 GHz with 8GB of 400MHz RAM and 1 MB of L2 cache running 64-bit Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5 with a 2.6.18 kernel.
We report times and memory for {1, 2, 4, 8} exponents per 64-bit word. For multiplications we subtracted the size of the product from the memory totals for the geobucket and merge algorithms, and for divisions we did not include memory for the quotient. For heap algorithms we report the size of the heap and products. Thus we report the memory overhead of the algorithms, not the total memory used. For divisions the largest quotient (f 2 f 3 f 4 ) is at most 8.3 MB.
The heap algorithms performed very well on this example despite their higher cost in monomial comparisons. We attribute this to the fact that their working memory (the heap of pointers and the monomial products) fits in the L2 cache, whereas geobuckets and direct merging work mostly in RAM, which is 7 times slower than the processor.
Also note the effect of packing exponents. The performance of merging and geobuckets is practically linear in the size of the terms, which is 9, 5, 3, or 2 words with the coefficient. The heap algorithms do not benefit as much, but the improvement is worthwhile. Going from 64-bit (1 exponent per word) to 16-bit (4 exponents per word) exponents places only modest restrictions on the total degree and improves performance by 40%.
The effect of faster RAM and a larger L2 cache
In the previous benchmark the performance of geobuckets was constrained by the speed of the RAM and the size of the L2 cache. We thought that geobuckets should outperform the heap algorithms under different conditions, because they typically do fewer monomial comparisons. Our third benchmark (see Table 4 ) is a smaller problem similar to the previous one. We created three random polynomials {f 1 , f 2 , f 3 } and divided their product by f 1 and f 2 f 3 . This test was run on a 2.4 GHz Intel E6600 Core 2 Duo with 2 GB of 666 MHz RAM, 4 MB of L2 cache, and 32-bit words running Fedora Core 6. Thus RAM is now only 3.6 times slower than the CPU and the number of words in the L2 cache has increased by a factor of eight. Table 4 shows that geobuckets are competitive with heap algorithms if they work in the L2 cache. The times include memory allocation, so in practice if the geobucket is reused it may be faster than a quotient heap on sparse problems, with an additional advantage on dense problems (see tables 1 and 2). However when the quotient is large, the divisor heap's lower complexity easily wins.
Algebraic extensions
Our final benchmark (see Table 5 ) is a large division with algebraic extensions. We constructed four random polynomials {f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , f 4 } in Z 32003 [x, y, z, α, β, s, t] with deg(f i ) = 10 and LT (f i ) = x 10 . We used lexicographic order with x > y > z > α > β > s > t with the extensions α 2 − 3 = 0 and β 2 + st − 1 = 0. Thus we are effectively computing with polynomials in {x, y, z} with coefficients in Z 32003 [α, β, s, t]/ α 2 − 3, β 2 + st − 1 . We report the times to multiply (f 1 f 2 ) × (f 3 f 4 ) and f 4 × (f 1 f 2 f 3 ) and reduce the product mod {α 2 − 3, β 2 + st − 1}. Next we divide the reduced product by f 1 , (f 1 f 2 ), and (f 1 f 2 f 3 ) mod {α 2 − 3, β 2 + st − 1} and reduce the quotients mod {α 2 − 3, β 2 + st − 1}. The divisors in each case are already reduced mod {α 2 − 3, β 2 + st − 1}. We performed the test on a 3 GHz Intel Xeon 5160 with 16 GB of 666 MHz RAM and 4 MB of L2 cache running 64-bit Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5. Memory numbers are reported differently since the heap algorithms must store the quotients of {α 2 − 3, β 2 + st − 1} which are large, whereas geobuckets discards them. We report the total memory allocated by each routine, including reallocations to enlarge the geobucket and speculative allocations of quotients by the heap algorithms. We pack all seven exponents into one 64-bit word. The results with less packing are consistent with our previous benchmarks.
